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What child well-being looks like… an SDGs challenge!

Source: UNICEF Report Card 14, 2017 – selected countries



• Cause versus effect approach

• Do we expect/test for internal reliability?

• Equal Weights (implicit weights in z scores?)

• Problems of consensus?

• Neither penalise variation

• Do we value consistency?

• Different numbers of indicators in each dimension

Some shared methodological considerations



• Gaps in the data
• Reliable information on at-risk children (out-of-school children)

• Information before adolescence 

• Information on child-based deprivation measures, neglect, abuse, 
crime, environment…

• Bias
• System-based bias (e.g. school enrolment)

• Methodological bias (e.g. non-response bias)

• Cultural and Linguistic bias

Some shared data considerations



How can child well-being inform policy?

• An issue of multiple goals, limited resources

• What evidence base is needed to make any of this a reality? 
• How can trade-offs, synergies, and the distribution of outcomes and 

opportunities be better understood for this purpose? 
• How would you design, appraise, implement and evaluate policy differently if 

meeting multiple goals was the objective? 

• Minister Grant Robertson (NZ) said: we are trying to fix complex 
intergenerational problems, and we know we cant do everything in 
one go. 

• So what to do first?



So “What to do first?”
How does well-being in one stage of the life course influence well-being 
in the following stage?

How do the well-being dimensions interplay at different ages?

How does this align to public policy?

And specifically, education policy and goals?



Why focus on education?

• Just an example… but…

• Main vehicle for public investment in child well-being

• Relatively inflexible

• More universally universal / large part of most children’s lives

• Evidence available on non-school factors

• Key for intergenerational mobility / social development



Source: OECD Family database, 2018
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So “What to do first?”
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What to do first?: taking a lead from well-being
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Organising the evidence by the lifecourse
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Well-being determinates of well-being

Source: Richardson & Karamperidou, forthcoming
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Well-being pathways to attainment

Source: Richardson & Karamperidou, forthcoming



Well-being pathways to achievement

Source: Richardson & Karamperidou, forthcoming



Some key points

• Well-being indices, or social development indices do not come with 

instruction manuals

• Complementarities and trade-offs in multidimensional goal setting

• How and when money is spent matters

• How we evaluate matters (and likely to need reform) 

• Governance / finance / regulation / accountability

• Time



Thank you!


